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Abstract. This paper presents the KASIMIR research project for the manage-
ment of decision protocols in oncology. A decision protocol is a kind of deci-
sion tree implemented in an object-based representation formalism. A reasoner
based on such a formalism and on hierarchical classification is coupled with
a knowledge editor. This association provides an assistance for editing and
maintenance of protocols, enabling the detection of errors and the compari-
son between versions of the protocol. In this way, a management of protocols
takes fully advantage of the underlying knowledge representation and reason-
ing tools. This straightforward use of the protocol may be insufficient in some
situations. Then, the protocol may have to be adapted for these situations. A
study of protocol adaptation is presented. In particular a reasoner based on a
combination of hierarchical classification and fuzzy logic is introduced.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a multidisciplinary research project on decision support and knowl-
edge management in oncology. This research project relies on the development of the
KASIMIR system in which experts in oncology, physicians, psycho-ergonomists and com-
puter scientists participate. The first oncology domain that has been deeply studied within
this research project considers breast cancer, whose treatment is based on a decision proto-
col (a kind of decision tree for decision support). In this paper, we are mainly interested in
the computer science aspects of the KASIMIR research project, and especially on the knowl-
edge representation and reasoning requirements for the management of protocols, among
which editing, diffusion and maintenance of the protocols. The principles, methodologies
and techniques that have been chosen for this research are those of object-based knowledge
representation formalisms [14] (that are similar to description logics [1]) and case-based rea-
soning [12, 9].
In section 2, an overview of the KASIMIR research project is presented, which emphasises
the use of two reasoning processes: straightforward application of the protocol and adaptation
of the protocol. Section 3 presents the reasoning module of the KASIMIR system and its
knowledge representation formalism [14]. Section 4 shows the benefit of this reasoning for
assisting the editing and the maintenance of knowledge. Section 5 presents ongoing research
on protocol adaptations in situations for which the straightforward application of the protocol
raises difficulties. It presents a working extension of the KASIMIR reasoner based on fuzzy
logic and outlines some other research about protocol adaptation. The paper ends with a
conclusion including a discussion on future work.
2 The KASIMIR research project: Knowledge Management in Oncology
In this section we propose an overview of the KASIMIR system, whose objective is decision
support and knowledge management for the treatment of cancer (see [10], for a more detailed
overview). This system is currently under development within a multidisciplinary research
project in which participate researchers in computer science (the authors of this paper), and in
ergonomics (from the Laboratoire d’ergonomie du CNAM, Paris), experts in oncology (from
the Centre Alexis Vautrin, Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy) and ONCOLOR, an association gathering
together physicians from Lorraine involved in oncology.
Some protocols, similar to medical guidelines, are available for solving decision prob-
lems in oncology. These protocols are built according to evidence-based medicine princi-
ples [5, 22]. In the KASIMIR system, several of these protocols have been implemented (e.g.,
post-therapeutic surveillance for breast and prostate cancers) and the acquisition and im-
plementation of other protocols are currently under development. One of these protocols is
devoted to the treatment of breast cancer without metastasis and, in the rest of the paper, we
simply mention it as “the” protocol. The KASIMIR system proposes treatments on the basis
of the protocol. Its implementation relies on an object-based representation formalism and on
hierarchical classification (see, e.g. [14] and [1] respectively).
For most cases (about   ), a straightforward application of the protocol is sufficient: it
provides a solution (e.g., a treatment) that can be directly reused. A case from the other 
of cases is an “out of protocol” case. There are two kinds of out of protocol cases studied in
the project. First, the cases for which the protocol does not provide a treatment (e.g., when
the patient is a man: the protocol has not been written for men, though some men suffer from
breast cancer). Second, the cases for which the proposed solution raises some difficulties
(contraindication, impossibility of applying completely a treatment, etc.). For any kind of out
of protocol cases, oncologists try to adapt the protocol during meetings of the so-called breast
therapeutic decision committee (BTDC) that gathers together experts of the domains linked
with breast oncology (e.g., chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery).
The adaptation is currently studied from the ergonomics and computer science view-
points. For the latter, the design and the development of a reasoner based on adaptation is
under study and implementation [11]. The design of this reasoner is based on case-based
reasoning principles (CBR [18]): it has to select a patient class and adapt the treatment asso-
ciated with this class in order to suggest a treatment for the current patient.
The adaptations can be used to propose evolutions of the protocol thanks to its confronta-
tion with real cases. The idea is then to make suggestions of protocol evolutions based on
frequently performed adaptations. This has been studied by psycho-ergonomists [21]. The
implementation of a computer system that could make such suggestions is a long term future
work.
The KASIMIR system is planned to be used by physicians of ONCOLOR in their daily
practice. A validation study of KASIMIR has already been carried out [19]. The objective of
this study was to see whether the use of the system improves health care quality. A set of
 physicians had to propose treatments for patients with the help of the protocol in its paper
form (the protocol is drawn as a decision tree associated to explanations in plain text, for being
more easily readable and understandable) and/or with the help of KASIMIR. A statistically
significant improvement of the compliance with the medical standards thanks to KASIMIR
has been shown [19]. The use of KASIMIR should therefore improve the health care quality
according to the paradigm of evidence-based medicine.
3 Reasoning and Knowledge Representation in KASIMIR
This section presents the part of the KASIMIR system based on a straightforward application
of the protocol. It introduces the architecture and a description of the knowledge representa-
tion formalism and of the reasoner.
3.1 Architecture of KASIMIR
The development of the KASIMIR system is based on genericity, so that the customisation of
this system for different protocols is as simple as possible. The principle of this genericity
is that the knowledge base and the specification of the user interface are described in a set
of XML files. These files are loaded into the KASIMIR reasoner. Any change or update only
requires to add XML files with the associated modifications. Figure 1 presents the global
architecture, while the user interface for querying the reasoner and displaying the results is
given at figure 2.
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Figure 1: The current architecture of the KASIMIR system.
3.2 The Knowledge Representation Formalism and the Reasoner
Knowledge representation is at the heart of the knowledge management process in the KA-
SIMIR system. It relies on an object-based representation system [14], that can be likened to
a description logic system [1]. The basic representation unit is the concept, that represents a
set of objects, or individuals, sharing a number of properties, or attributes. The set of objects
is called the extension of the concept, while the corresponding set of properties is called the
intension of the concept. An individual being a member of the extension of a concept is also
called an instance of the concept. An attribute has a domain, i.e. the concept to which it is
attached, and a range, determining the type of the admissible values of the attribute. The
range of an attribute may be a primitive type (number, string, etc.) or another concept. In the
latter case, the attribute defines a relation between its domain concept and its range concept.
Figure 2: The KASIMIR user interface. The top left panel is used to choose a sub-protocol of the
selected protocol (e.g., initial treatment, post-surgery treatment, etc.). The bottom left panel is used to
enter characteristics of the patient (age, etc.) and of the tumour (size, etc.). The right panel is used to
display treatment propositions together with some explanations; it is updated when any modification
of the left panels is performed by the user.
Two kinds of concepts can be distinguished. Primitive concepts are considered as atoms
of the representation system. They are used as building blocks for the defined concepts. More-
over, the intension of a primitive concept is empty, i.e. it has no attribute, while the intension
of a defined concept is composed of attributes acting as a set of necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for recognising an individual as an instance of the corresponding defined concept. The
quality of the attributes of a defined concept, i.e. being necessary and sufficient conditions, is
the basis for the concept classification process that is made precise below.
A subsumption relation (   ) is defined on the set of concepts in the following way: a con-
cept  is subsumed by a concept  , denoted by  	 , whenever the extension of 
is necessarily included in the extension of 
 , i.e. the concept  is more specific than the
concept  , or in a dual way, 	 is more general than  . The subsumption relation is a par-
tial ordering (based on inclusion of extensions) that organises concepts within a hierarchy,
i.e. an acyclic directed graph denoted by  , where the subsumption relation is declared for
primitive concepts, while it is calculated as follows for defined concepts. Given two defined
concepts  and  , the relation   holds if and only if, for all attribute  in the sub-
suming concept 	 , there exists a corresponding attribute  in the concept  that has the
same name and whose characteristics verifies the constraints associated with

in 	 . These
constraints are relative to the range of the attribute and are verified in the following way:
  If the range of  in  is a primitive type, say   , then the range of  in  must be a
primitive type, say
  , equal to   or a subtype of   .
  If the range of   in 	 is a concept, say 
 , then the range of   in  , say  , must be
subsumed by 
 :     .
  If the range of   in  is an interval of numbers, say      , then the range of  in 
must be an interval of numbers, say        , included in        .
Given the subsumption relation between concepts, the classification process applies to
concept classification and instance classification:
  Concept classification is used for comparing defined concepts, and placing a new con-
cept  in the concept hierarchy, under its most specific subsumers and over its most
general subsumees [15, 1].
  Instance classification is used for recognising that an individual is an instance of a
concept.
The example below illustrates the notions presented before. First, let us consider the fol-
lowing introductions of primitive concepts ( 	
 is used for primitive concepts introduction):
#! 	 	! 	
 	 	
 #! 	 	!
 is the top concept, i.e. its extension contains all the individuals; #! 	 	! and	 
are two primitive concepts and the latter is declared to be subsumed by the former.
In a similar way, the following primitive concepts are introduced:
 	
 ) 	
   	
 

, here, stands for “female or male”. It has been introduced in particular to specify
the maximal range of the attribute

in defined concepts (see below).
The defined concepts hereafter denote respectively the set of internal tumours of size 
such that   (in centimeters) and the set of women with an age between  and !
having such a tumour ( 	" is used for introducing defined concepts thanks to a conjunction of
necessary and sufficient conditions and # stands for the conjunction operator):
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,
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,

,
:
and
# !
are five attributes; their respective ranges in
these concepts are the interval of real numbers  '= , the primitive concept 	 , the
primitive concept
)
, the interval of integers >  !  and the defined concept8#	# !
.
Defined concepts are used for representing classes of patients sharing common charac-
teristics: these classes are considered as “problems” to which “solutions” may be attached,
provided that the class is in accordance with a given protocol. Actually, a solution corre-
sponds to a specific cancer treatment, that can be applied to every individual in the class.
Following this idea, the problem of finding a “solution” for a given “problem”, i.e. finding
the right treatment for a given patient, is considered as a decision-support task, and relies on
the classification process, as explained hereafter.
In the KASIMIR system, a protocol can be seen as a set of rules   " $  # 5 !# $   * * ,
where
 #
denotes a problem and
5 !# $  #(* a solution of  # . A problem is a kind of concept,
denoting a set of patients. A solution denotes a treatment. The decision-support process relies
on an inference rule, that can be likened to the modus ponens, and that can be read as follows:
whenever a problem
 #  is more general than a problem  #  , then every solution of  #  is
also a solution of
 #  [12]. Replacing    with the problem to be solved denoted by : , and   with  # , we obtain the inference rule:
:  # : 5 !# $  #=* is a solution of  #5 !# $  # * is a solution of : (1)
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Figure 3: A decision tree (extracted and adapted from the breast cancer protocol described in! #"%$'&(")*"(+! #"(+-,-. ).
For example, let us consider the decision tree of figure 3. The concepts involved in this
decision tree can be represented in the following way:
"! !#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The protocol rules   " $  #M1 5 !# $  # *2* are the following:
  "$ =H   /I0& 9 !  *   " $ -IH7L /  "!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Applying the inference rule (1), the classification of the target problem
:
, in the concept
hierarchy considered as a problem hierarchy, returns the set of the problems subsuming
:
.
As soon as a subsuming problem has an associated solution, this solution can be reused in
the context of
:
. For example, consider the patient represented by the following target
problem:
: " $  : )9 # 2 : )  #N 54 :  
# : :   -C   C  # # ! : $ :# : :#+ 7 *2*
The classification of
:
in the problem hierarchy shows that it is subsumed by the following
concepts:
,72(1  5436983: , -'D?>A@ and -=H7L / . The solution  !  !9  is associated to the
latter concept by the rule   . Therefore, the KASIMIR system indicates that, for this patient,
no chemotherapy is recommended.
The representation formalism presented above is rather simple (compared to a description
logics such as RACER [7]), but it is sufficient for the protocols that has been represented
so far in KASIMIR. One advantage of this simplicity is the low complexity in time of the
inferences: in the worst case, the classification is in   $	 * where 	 and 	 are the numbers
of attributes and concepts (when the hierarchy is a well-balanced tree, this complexity is
  $
=$
 *2* ). In practice, even with the more complex protocol represented in the KASI-
MIR system (the protocol for the treatment of breast cancer without metastasis which includes
about J  concepts and about C attributes), the result of the reasoning process is given on
the spot on a current personal computer.
4 Editing and Maintenance of Knowledge
Representing a decision protocol in a knowledge representation formalism can become te-
dious, for a big knowledge base. Thus, raised the need for KASIMIR knowledge engineers of
a knowledge editor. The PROTÉGÉ system [16] has been chosen for this purpose, in particular
because many useful and available tools have been integrated into its architecture. PROTÉGÉ
has been customised to become a knowledge editor for KASIMIR and has been connected to
the KASIMIR reasoner. We present in the following the PROTÉGÉ system in the framework
of the KASIMIR system.
4.1 Using PROTÉGÉ and KASIMIR for Knowledge Editing and Visualisation
In this section, an overview of the connection of PROTÉGÉ and KASIMIR is presented. This
connection is detailed in [3].
The first step of the customisation of PROTÉGÉ for KASIMIR knowledge base editing
has been to integrate the KASIMIR knowledge representation model into PROTÉGÉ. Then, a
knowledge base relative to a protocol can be edited and then exported as a KASIMIR knowl-
edge base. Furthermore, the knowledge editor has been connected to the reasoner of the KA-
SIMIR system. This enables in particular to detect errors during knowledge editing sessions.
For example, it may occur that two problems
 #  and  #  are edited with two equivalent def-
initions (i.e., they denote the same set of individuals:
     #  and  #    #  ); in such a
situation, the reasoner detects this equivalence and the user is alerted that only one problem
definition is useful. Another example is when the declared hierarchy in PROTÉGÉ does not
match in a one to one correspondence with the calculated hierarchy of KASIMIR: this mis-
match usually means that there is an editing error. In practice, these warnings have proven to
be useful to detect, at an early stage, many editing errors.
Two visualisation modules have been integrated in PROTÉGÉ allowing the display of the
KASIMIR hierarchy of problems from the protocol being edited: PALÉTUVIER and HYPER-
TREE (see figure 4). The combined use of these two visualisation modules and of the classical
tree widget of PROTÉGÉ provides several useful features for hierarchy visualisation such as
navigation, global or focused view.
Another module for knowledge maintenance is described with more details below.
Figure 4: Two visualisation modules: PALÉTUVIER (at the top) and HYPERTREE (at the bottom).
PALÉTUVIER can help, in particular, for visualising multiple inheritance hierarchies, without node
duplications. HYPERTREE is a free API [2] for hyperbolic tree visualisation and provides a good
support for navigation through hierarchies, thanks to its “fish-eye” effect.
4.2 KILT: a Module for Comparing Knowledge Base Versions
During an update of a KASIMIR knowledge base, the need for automatically comparing the
old base  	
 (before the update) and the new base  
 (after the update) has appeared.
A module comparing versions has to highlight what has been actually updated, to check
whether the modifications are in accordance with the intents of the knowledge engineer. The
comparison module, called KILT, has been implemented and integrated into PROTÉGÉ. KILT
builds a partition of the problems represented in  	
 and/or  
 in four parts (recall
that a problem is described by a concept denoting a set of patients, and is possibly associated
with a solution, i.e. a treatment):
1. The problems that appear in the two bases, with the same solutions;
2. The problems that appear in the two bases, with different solutions;
3. The obsolete problems, appearing in  	
 but not in  
 ;
4. The new problems, appearing in   
 but not in  	
 .
From an algorithmic point of view, it is easy to make a partition of the different problems
in this way, thanks to the use of the KASIMIR reasoner. For example, the new problems in
category (4) can be found in the following way. Each problem
 

 of  
 is classified
in the hierarchy of   	
 , which enables to check whether there is a problem
 #
	
 of
  	
 that is equivalent to
 #

 , i.e.
 #

    # 	
 and  # 	
    # 
 . If this is
not the case, then
 

 is a new problem. The three other categories of problems –(1), (2)
and (3)– can be found in a similar way. This shows that the implementation of KILT is easy,
once the connection with a reasoner like the KASIMIR reasoner, is done.
This partition can be visualised using the hierarchy visualisation module PALÉTUVIER
(see section 4.1), with a different colour for each type of problem (see figure 5).
Figure 5: Visualisation of a coloured hierarchy of problems (each problem is coloured according to its
status wrt the old knowledge base and the new one).
KILT is used in PROTÉGÉ in the following way. During a session,  	
 corresponds
to the state of the knowledge base at the beginning of the session, and   
 to its current
state. Therefore, the KILT module enables to visualise the editing modifications, i.e. addition
or removal of a problem, and association of another solution to an already known problem,
at any time of the session.
KILT can be compared to PROMPTDIFF, an algorithm for comparing ontology versions,
based on a set of matching algorithms (called matchers) [17]. Both tools enable to differenti-
ate what has changed from what has not changed in two versions of a knowledge base. The
main difference between PROMPTDIFF and KILT is that the former is based on a purely syn-
tactic approach, whereas the latter is based on the semantics of the knowledge units that are
manipulated. More precisely, all the PROMPTDIFF matchers described in [17] work at a syn-
tactic level: they are based either on the tree structure of the two ontology versions or on the
names of the slots and classes. By contrast, KILT performs comparisons at a semantic level:
two concepts match when they have equivalent definitions, based on their attribute values and
on the subsumption relation between classes. The main drawback of KILT is that it assumes
that the attributes –and their names– do not change from one knowledge base version to an-
other, whereas PROMPTDIFF can match slots having different names. On the other hand, if
two concepts are matched by KILT, whatever their names or their positions in their respec-
tive hierarchies are, they are proven to be equivalent, whereas the PROMPTDIFF matchers
are based on heuristics. An interesting study would be to combine KILT and PROMPTDIFF,
using, for example, KILT as one of the PROMPTDIFF matchers.
5 Adaptation in KASIMIR
As said above, in section 2, during the meetings of the breast therapeutic decision committee
(BTDC) the protocol is adapted for the “out of protocol” cases. In order to assist experts of
the BTDC, the modelling of this kind of inference is currently studied, for building a proto-
col adaptation reasoner. For this purpose, case-based reasoning principles are used and, in
particular, the notions of similarity paths and reformulations [13]. In this section, a study
on adaptation knowledge acquisition from experts is briefly presented and then, the descrip-
tion of a first version of an adaptation reasoner, taking into account the threshold effect is
described.
5.1 Adaptation Knowledge Acquisition from Experts
Minutes of BTDC meetings have been recorded and analysed by a psycho-ergonomist [21].
Thanks to these minutes, adaptation knowledge acquisition has been carried out, with the
psycho-ergonomist, the experts in oncology and the computer science specialists. In [11],
this adaptation knowledge acquisition is described. In particular, several general schemas of
adaptation knowledge are presented together with the needs involved in knowledge represen-
tation. Some of these acquired schemas are summarised below:
  A first adaptation schema can be applied when data about the patient are missing. In
such a situation, the so-called Wald pessimistic criterion [24, 4] can be applied: the
decision (treatment) is chosen on the basis of its worst consequences (that must be
avoided).
  A second adaptation schema can be applied when an element of the treatment proposed
by the protocol is contraindicated. Then, this element must be substituted by another
treatment element having similar expected benefits but not the same undesirable effects.
  A third adaptation schema is detailed hereafter.
5.2 Taking into account the Threshold Effect
When a numerical patient characteristic (e.g., the age) is close to a decision threshold of the
protocol (i.e., a bound of an interval), the straightforward application of the protocol raises a
problem. For example, let
&  , &  and : be the following problems:
&  " $  : ) #  !& : $  	&% :  '  *2*&  " $  : ) #  !& : $  	&% :  '    * *:+ " $  : ) # : :  C    C    #  !& : $  	&% :   !'  !  * *
  (resp.,   ) is assumed to be a problem of the protocol and 5 !  $   * (resp.,5 !# $ &  * ) is assumed to be the solution of   (resp., of   ) in the protocol. More-
over, it is assumed that
5 !# $ &  *" 5 !# $ &  * . : is a target problem. Answering
the question “What solution should be associated with
:
?” with a straightforward appli-
cation of the protocol returns
5 !  $ &  * and not 5 !  $ &  * , because :+   &  and:    . But, since the size of the tumour of the patient associated with : ,  ! cm,
is close to the threshold  cm, this decision is not certain, for two reasons. First, the decision
threshold of  cm is uncertain, second, the measure  ! cm may be imprecise. A better idea is
to propose to the user of the KASIMIR system both solutions
5 !# $ &"  * and 5 !  $ &  * . A
reasoner based on fuzzy hierarchical classification [9] and extending the reasoner described
in section 3.2, has been developed for this purpose.
This reasoner is based on a combination of object-based representation system and fuzzy
logic [20]. It relies on a fuzzification of the problems contained in the protocol. As presented
in section 3.2, a problem
&"
of the protocol is described by a concept which denotes a
set of individuals. The principle of the fuzzification is to transform

in a fuzzy problem &
, represented by a fuzzy concept which denotes a fuzzy set of individuals. This fuzzi-
fication of the protocol has been achieved, thanks to the help of an expert in oncology. For
example, for the problems
&"  and &  above, the parts that have to be fuzzified are the
thresholds  cm and   cm: a fuzzy zone of  J cm is chosen. A linear by pieces fuzzy set mem-
bership function was used for fuzzifying the (classical) intervals  '  and  '    , as shown
on figure 6. These fuzzy intervals are denoted
  '  and  > '    . Therefore, the fuzzified
problems issued from
&  and &  are:
 &  " $  : )9" #  ! : $ 	&% :   '2  * * &  " $  : )9" #  ! : $ 	&% :  ; '    * * (2)
Technically, what is presented above must be made precise. The description that follows
is inspired from [23]. A fuzzy concept denotes a fuzzy set of individuals. More precisely,
an interpretation is a pair  " $
	    * , where 	 is the interpretation domain (a classical
set) and   is the interpretation function, mapping a fuzzy concept   in a fuzzy subset   " of 	  , i.e., a function 	    '%J  . In the fuzzy concept definitions (e.g.,
the definitions of
 &  and    in (2)), the conjunction operator # must be read as
a  (the Zadeh t-norm [20]). More precisely, let   and   be two concepts,  be an
interpretation,   "     and   "     . Then,  " $   #   *  can be defined by
 $ * "      $ *    $ * $ for each 	  .
A difference from our approach and the approach of [23] lies in the subsumption between
two fuzzy concepts. Indeed, in [23], the subsumption is a classical binary relation between
fuzzy concepts: either it holds or it does not. By contrast, in our approach, the subsumption
relation between concepts (

) is fuzzified in a fuzzy subsumption relation  , i.e. an asymmet-
ric similarity measure that associates to two concepts  and  a degree  $    *   ' J 
indicating “how  subsumes 	 ”.
fuzzification I==I  '2    ' 
  '     > '   
Figure 6: Fuzzification of Intervals.
The way  $    * is calculated depends on the nature of the concepts  and  . We have
not fuzzified the primitive concepts so far: if   and  are two primitive concepts,  $    *
equals J if    and  otherwise. For defined concepts   and  ,  $   	 * is the minimum
of   $     * "  $  '    ' * for the attributes  of  , where  '  is the range of the attribute
in the concept  . When the ranges of  in  and  are fuzzified numerical intervals   and
  ,   $   	 * is calculated by a fuzzification of the classical relation   between intervals. In
the KASIMIR fuzzy reasoner, we have chosen   $    * "      $ J    $
*!   $ *  J * ,
which is based on the fuzzification of the definition of  
	 by      	    and
on the Lukasiewicz entailment $  *  $ J    = J * [20]. From an implementation
viewpoint, this can be easily calculated when   and   are linear by pieces.
Note that  is an extension of

in the sense that if  and 	 are two non fuzzy concepts,
then   	 iff  $   	 * " J . Let us resume the example above, with &"  and  
fuzzified in
 &  and    , and : fuzzified in :+ (  : " : : the value of :
is assumed to be precise). It comes then that  $  &   : * "    and  $  &"   :+* "
  .
Furthermore, the relation “is a solution of” linking a problem and a solution is fuzzified:5 !# $  # * solves  # with a truth value of      J  .  measures the confidence or the precision
of
5 !  $  (* wrt  # . 5 !  $  #(* is said to be an  -solution of  # if   , with  , the truth value
of “
5 !# $  #=* solves  # ”.
The reasoner manipulating the fuzzy concepts is based on the following inference rule
that can be likened to the inference rule (1):
:+
 $  #  :+ * "  5 !# $  #=* is a solution of  5 !# $ : * " 5 !# $   * is an  -solution of :
Therefore, in the example, both solutions
5 !# $ &  * and 5 !# $ &  * can be proposed
to the user, with the respective confidence levels of    and   .
In [9], the algorithm of fuzzy hierarchical classification is presented. It is based on a best-
first search in the problem hierarchy   , with decreasing values of  $  #  :(* , for  #    .
The KASIMIR interface (see figure 2) has been adapted for displaying several propositions
of solutions (see figure 7). The development of a simpler interface in planned. This interface
would be closer to the one of figure 2 and would only present the solution with the higher
score, but would point out the possible closeness to one or several decision threshold(s), as a
warning.
Figure 7: The KASIMIR interface for fuzzy application of the protocol.
Remark: The necessity to take into account the threshold effect has been involved by the
adaptation knowledge acquisition described in [11]. But, up to case-based reasoning ter-
minology, the approach that has been followed come under adaptation and retrieval steps
of CBR. With the above example, the retrieval selects both cases $ &   5 !  $ &  *2* and$ &   5 !# $ &  *2* , with a preference for the former (the fuzzified subsumption relation is
an asymmetric similarity measure). The adaptation of $ &"   5 !# $ &"  *2* to solve : is
very simple in this situation: it is an adaptation by copy that gives
5 !  $ &  * as solution of:
, with the indicated confidence level of     . Current studies on adaptation for KASIMIR
involves more complex adaptations, with solution modifications.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
The KASIMIR system is developed in the framework of the KASIMIR project whose goal is
knowledge management in oncology. A part of this system is destined for the physicians and
is constituted by an user interface, medical protocols represented in an object-based repre-
sentation formalism and two reasoners: a reasoner based on hierarchical classification and a
reasoner based on fuzzy logic (other reasonings based on adaptation are currently studied).
Another part of this system is destined for the knowledge engineers and contains several
modules embedded in the PROTÉGÉ architecture and using the KASIMIR reasoner for the
editing, visualisation and maintenance of knowledge. The example of KILT, a module for
comparing two versions of a decision protocol has been detailed. One goal of this paper is to
show that the technologies of knowledge representation and automatic reasoning are useful
for maintenance of decision protocols.
The current research in computer science on the KASIMIR project follows two main di-
rections. The objective of the first one is to embed the KASIMIR system in a semantic portal
for oncology, i.e., a Web server relying on the principles and technologies of the semantic
Web [6] in order to provide an intelligent access to knowledge and services that are use-
ful for oncology. One of the main issues of the semantic Web relies on interoperability for
knowledge and applications. Thus, building a semantic portal implies a standardisation for
knowledge and software components of the KASIMIR system. For the knowledge bases, stan-
dardisation relies on a sharable domain model, and leads to the definition of general ontolo-
gies in oncology. This kind of knowledge base reengineering requires to replace the ad hoc
knowledge representation formalism of KASIMIR with knowledge representation formalisms
for the semantic Web such as OWL [25]. This evolution will allow the use of a wider set of
knowledge representation primitives, such as disjunction of concepts for example. This work
also implies a new software architecture, including the KASIMIR reasoner and the editing,
visualisation and maintenance modules. This architecture must take into account constraints
related to the distributed and dynamic environment of the semantic Web. A software architec-
ture based on several Web services, implementing the KASIMIR modules and using standard
Web services technologies [8] seems to be adapted.
The other research direction is about adaptation knowledge acquisition. Three approaches
will be studied: automatic learning acquisition, acquisition from experts and a combination of
both. This future work involves the study of the following questions in the field of knowledge
representation for adaptation: “How can the acquired adaptation schemas be implemented?”,
“What are the changes in problem and solution representations for adaptation compared to
straightforward application of the protocol?” To answer the second question, a first study has
shown that the composition of a treatment must be represented at different levels of details
(e.g., for a chemotherapy, each of the drugs used must be represented, and not only the set
of these drugs as a whole). Moreover, the expected benefits and the undesirable effects of a
treatment have to be represented.
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